CORRIGENDUM

Ref. NIA No. BCCL(Dy. GM(A)/CTP)/2010/1230 dated 05.01.2010 & Corrigendum No. 1236 dated 08.01.2010 for Registration of hiring of commercial light vehicles in BCCL.

Following corrections are being made again in the above said NIA documents:-

1. Clause No. 4 - to be read as: "The rate are to be called from the applicants who are owning at least one commercial vehicle in their own name.'
2. Clause No. 5 - to be read as: "Such vehicles owned should not be more than five years old.'

Other terms & conditions as contained in the above NIA will remain unchanged for further details kindly visit the website of BCCL http://bccl.cmpdi.co.in.

However, the applications for registration in the prescribed proforma duly filled in and completed in all respect, will be received in the Office of SE(E&M), CTP, BCCL, Koyla Bhawan and also in the offices of Area CGMs/GMs including Washeries & Mines Rescue Station, Dhanbad on 28.01.2010 up to 3.00 PM and will be opened on 29.01.2010 at 11.00 AM in the office of Dy. GM(Admin), BCCL, Koyla Bhawan. Area authorities will deposit the NIA's so received with proper security to the office of Dy. GM(Admin), BCCL by 11.00 AM on 29.01.2010 positively for opening in presence of committee members.

Dy. General Manager (Admin)

Distribution:
1. All Area CGMs/GMs (Including Washery Divn. & Washery Zones/MRS) - for wide publication through display in Notice Boards and for issuing of copies of this notice to existing contractors of Areas. They should also ensure deposit of NIA's so received with proper security, as mentioned above.
2. GM(System) - to display the NIA's in website of BCCL.
3. HOD(FR), BCCL - for publication in leading newspapers.
5. FMR(Pay) I/C, Koyla Bhawan - for acceptance of cash deposit by the transporters.
6. GM(CMC), Koyla Bhawan/SE(E&M) CTP
7. Sr. ES to CMD/FD&CO
8. Coelfield Transport Contractor's Association Katras Road, Matkunta, Dhanbad
9. Notice Board, Koyla Bhawan